
Alpine Club and Editors' Notes

Honours We offer congratulations to the President, Sir Charles Evans, on the
occasion of his knighthood, and to F. A. Pullinger on his c.B.E.

Honorary membership In view of their outstanding contribution to the
objectives of the Club during their long periods as Assistant Editors of the
Alpine Journal the Committee has elected T. S. Blakeney and D. F. O. Dangar
to Honorary Membership.

Changes of Editors Tom Blakeney has retired as Assistant Editor, after
being connected with the administration of the Journal in one form or
another since the late 40S' As noted above, his outstanding contribution has
been recognised by election to Honorary Membership. Readers will be glad to
see that despite his ostensible retirement he remains an active contributor,
with his article on Space photos (p 65).
I am also retiring on completion of this number, on account of other com
mitments, and I hope that my successor, Ted Pyatt, will find the editorship as
enjoyable and interesting as I have. I should like to thank all who have helped
during my period as Editor, but especially the Assistant and Business Editors,
our overseas correspondents (p 135), Paul Sharp, Robin Day, Mrs Sarah
Hollis, Robin Collomb and Mr Pettitt of our printers. M.P.

Meetings of the Alpine Club 1969-7°
1969 (continued)
18 March 'The first ascent of Miangul Sar, Swat Kohistan'-Terence

Goodfellow and W. E. Donohue (A.l. 74188)
22 April 'Normal College (Bangor) expedition to Plateriyayoc group,

Peru'-Dennis Kemp (A.J. 74 263)
13 May 'Climbing in the Bugaboos'-Basil Goodfellow (A.l. 73 251)

'Canadian A. C. Centennial Expedition to the Yukon in 1967'
-Lord Hunt (A.l. 73 18)

3 June 'The first ascent of The Shroud; the Central Pillar of Freney'
-Rene Desmaison

7 October The Hon. Treasurer presented the accounts for 1968, the
adoption of which was carried unanimously
'Ascent of the NoseofEI Capitan'-Michael Burke(A.l. 74125)

21 October 'The development of the sea cliffs of Anglesey'-Ken Wilson
'The leaning wall game: overhanging British climbs'
Douglas Scott

4 November Members' evening: slide shows by Derek Bull, Fred Jenkins,
Walter Kirstein, Michael Westmacott

18 November 'Army expedition to Tirich Mir and Little Tirich'-(see p 79
above), Captain M. W. H. Day and R. Summerton
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1 December

2 December

1970
27 January
3 February

17 February
3 March

17 March

A.G.M.: election of Officers and Committee for 1970
'Ascent, in two weeks during summer 1969, of the Walker
Spur of the Grandes Jorasses, the Pear Buttress and the Eiger
Nordwand'-Ray Colledge (see p 143 above)
Annual Winter Dinner, Cafe Royal

'Innsbruck-Grenoble on skis'.-Denis Bertholet
'The magnificent seven: the Bonatti pillar and the six North
faces of the Alps'-Graeme Dingle
'New developments in equipment'-Brian Crofts
'North Peary Land 1969'-Major John Peacock (see p 237)
'Greenland 1969'-Dennis Kemp (see p 239 above)

Office-Bearers and Committee 1970:
President
Vice-Presidents
Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer
Committee

Trustees
Editor
Business Editor
Guide-Book Editor
B.M.C. Representative
M.R.C. Representative
Auditors
M.E.F.

Librarian

Sir Charles Evans
A. S. Pigott; Lt-Col C. G. Wylie
M. H. Westmacott
The Hon. R. R. E. Chorley
J. N. Allen; M. F. Baker; J. S. Cleare; Capt.
M. W. H. Day; D. D. Gray; R. A. Hodgkin; Sir
Edward Peck; R. G. Pettigrew; F. A. Wedgwood
A. D. Malcolm; A. Blackshaw; e. G. Wickham
A. Blackshaw-assisted by D. F. O. Dangar
R. G. Pettigrew
C. H. Taylor
M. H. Westmacott
J. L. Longland
F. W. Edwards; J. K. King; The Earl of Limerick
A. K. Rawlinson; Lt-Col C. G. Wylie; the Earl of
Limerick; The Hon. R. R. E. Chorley; A.
Blackshaw; V. S. Risoe
E. C. Pyatt-assisted by the Rev. F. L. Jenkins,
A. E. Gunther, M. F. Baker and C. A. Russell

The Alpine Climbing Group 1969 The A.e.G. is flourishing still and has
started the decade with an all time 'high' of eighty-nine members. This
year the bulletin Alpine Climbing is being edited by Doug Scott, Mike
Kosterlitz having departed for Italy. Tom Patey is the President l and Mick
Burke is taking over from myself as Secretary. However, as half the Committee

1 But now see Obituary, opposite
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is going to spend most of the summer either beating Annapurna into submission
or touring the Caucasus, the group will be able to lapse into its habitual
disorganisation. This is perhaps both the strength and the weakness of a
club whose members are too keen on climbing to be bothered about clubs.
There was a very good A.C.G. turnout at a Manchester meet with the
Alpine Club, when Ned Kelly showed his film on Alpamayo (A.J. 73 35)
and also at a joint Dinner in Derbyshire last March.

The qualifications for joining the A.C.G. are quite simple. You must have
done at least six 'Grandes Courses'. A 'Grande Course' is defined as an Alpine
style climb of at least TD if mixed, or ED if purely a rock climb. Examples of
the minimum that are considered good enough would be the North face of the
Drus and the traverse of the Aiguilles du Diable. Rock climbs of less than
500 m do not count, and your experience should include both rock and ice
climbing. In fact, although these are, strictly speaking, the rules, the Committee
does interpret them loosely in cases where a climber has done slightly easier
but more out-of-the-way routes or has been on expeditions. Nick Estcourt

Obituary We regret to record the deaths of our members W. Allsup (1933),
J. F. G. Clark (1960), Ian Clough (1962)1, Dr William Donkin (1936),
E. S. Field (1960), Dr Toni Gobbi (1965)1, J. V. Hoeman (1968), Dr. T. W.
Patey (1958)1, Wing Cdr C. W. H. Thomson (1964), E. V. Townshend
(1931), J. P. Walker (1950) and Lt-Col N. H. L. Watts (1937)' See also p 331.

The role of the Alpine Club At the Club's Annual Dinner on 2 December
1969, the President referred to the discussions earlier in the year on this
subject (A.J. 74 353) and outlined the conclusions which the Committee had
reached in the light ofa report by a special Sub-Committee.

It had been agreed as a matter of principle that the Club must preserve that
attitude to mountaineering and those values which are part of its tradition,
and which we all cherish. It was agreed that while we are interested in climbing
within the British Isles and would wish to continue to make any useful contri
bution we can to mountaineering in Britain, our main interest and our main
expertise and special knowledge since the Club was formed has been in and
about mountaineering in the Alps and greater ranges. It was recognised that
the Club ought positively to state and emphasize its overseas role and regard
as its main function the helping and the promotion of the fellowship and

J The deaths of Ian Clough, Toni Gobbi and Tom Patey occurred while the Journal
was at the printers so that obituary notices for them must await the next issue; they
will be very sadly missed, not least in the A.C.G. of which Tom Patey was the current
President. Both Clough and Patey were frequent contributors to the Journal and their
notes on pp 140, 248 and 346 are typical of many.
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interests of those mountaineers mainly concerned with the Alps and greater
ranges.

It was also accepted that since there were now very many more people in this
country than heretofore who actively climbed in the Alps and elsewhere, and
since large numbers of these lived in the North or Midlands, there was every
reason to think that there were many mountaineers not in the A.C. who were in
every way eligible to become full members but who for one reason or another
had not joined. It is an anomaly that our membership has not grown over those
years during which the number of those in the country qualified to be full
members, both by mountaineering ability and interests, and by personal
qualities, may be presumed to have risen several fold. It appeared that if the
Club realigned itself so as to carry out fully its advisory, literary, social and
'service' functions, especially in the field of mountaineering overseas, and was
seen by active mountaineers in all parts of Britain to be doing this, it would
grow naturally and inevitably to several times its present size. It was accepted
that such natural growth was essential for the Club's welfare, and that it need
lead to no lowering of standards in matters of importance.

As regards particular changes which might be introduced, it was recognised
that it was of importance to secure some arrangement by which, under the
auspices of the Alpine Club, the facilities available to British mountaineers
for climbing overseas could be improved. Specifically, the Committee will
consider further the possibility of securing for members terms for the use of
Alpine huts similar to those enjoyed by Continental mountaineers through
their Alpine Clubs or Associations; improved insurance cover for members
(see also p 289 below); an expedition information service which would help
to make the Club's fund of knowledge more widely available; meets in the
Alps and lectures and meets in this country outside London. It was recognised
that some mountaineers wishing to avail themselves of such improved facilities
might not meet the present qualification for full membership of the Club, in
which case some form of associate membership might have to be considered.

The Committee will continue to work on these lines and report to the Club
further as necessary.

New members welcome The Alpine Club welcomes as members men over
21 who have Alpine experience and can show evidence of continuing interest
in mountains and mountaineering. The technical qualifications for entry are,
by modern standards, not very high. A rough-and-ready guide is that three
seasons in the Alps and about twenty good Alpine peaks are required, but the
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Committee makes due allowance for exceptional routes and for experience
elsewhere. Contributions to mountain art, literature and science may also
count. The candidate must be proposed and seconded by two members.

Membership of the Alpine Club applies automatically to all members of the
Alpine Climbing Group, for which the technical requirements for membership
are much higher.

Annual subscription rates for the Alpine Club are:

Soft-bound Hard-cover
Alpine Journal Alpine Journal

Overseas £3 3s £3 I IS

Under 27 £3 3s £3 I IS

U.K. country £4 4S £4 12S

U.K. London Area £5 5s £5 13s

The entrance fee is £4 4S for a full member over 27; nil for other categories.
The subscription fortheA.C.G. is £X lOS.

Apart from the other facilities which the Club provides (e.g. free insurance
against Alpine accidents, comprehensive library, lectures), full members
receive Alpine Climbing and the Alpine Journal yearly without charge. A.C.G.
members receive Alpine Climbing free each year, but do not receive the Alpine
Journal unless they pay for it separately.

Application forms for the Alpine Club may be obtained from the Assistant
Secretary, 74 South Audley Street, London WI Y 5FF and for the A. C.G. from
Mick Burke, 7 Surrendale Place, Maida Vale, London W8.

The new form ofthe Alpine Journal; and prices The new form and wider
coverage of the Journal introduced last year (A.J. 74 35 I) appear to have been
well received both within and outside the Club. As an indication of the latter,
sales have approximately trebled over the past year, half of them abroad, with
the result that it has been necessary to reprint the 1969 Journal.

The residual cost of the Journal to the Club proved significantly higher in
1969 than previously, partly on account of the 'bumper' size of that number
(about seventy pages more than in 1968), partly because of the much greater
number of illustrations and maps, and partly because of other factors such as
better paper and rising printing costs. In consequence it has proved necessary
this year to increase the soft-cover price from the 35s charged last year to the
earlier level of 42S per volume. The hard-cover price is 55s, while the member
rate (also available to membersofB.M.C. clubs) is lOS less in each case.
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The price of 42S per volume was first introduced in 1941; and in 1953-4 a
volume of about 500 pages (including illustrations) cost 84s. Since then, with
the reduction to two numbers per volume, the cost has been 42S, except for
last year when, on the introduction of the single-number volume (416 pages),
it was reduced to 35s to help stimulate sales.

Need to increase sales The Alpine Journal remains heavily dependent on
increasing its circulation to reduce unit costs. The policy of expansion of
membership outlined in the President's statement on the role of the Club (see
above) should help in this direction; but outside sales are also important and
any help which members or others can give in stimulating these (e.g. by
securing additional orders from friends or libraries) would be welcome.
Orders should be addressed to West Col Productions, I Meadow Close,
Goring, Reading, Berkshire RG8 OAP; alternatively, the Journal may be
obtained through a wide range of the usual retail outlets in the late summer or
early autumn annually.

Back numbers ofthe Alpine Journal The 1969 Journal is still available from
West Col Productions at 35s (soft cover) and 45s (hard cover), post extra
(2S and 4s 6d respectively). In addition the Alpine Club can supply a wide
range of earlier numbers at prices of 8s or 22S according to scarcity.

Composite index As noted in A.J. 74 355 the Committee has invited
D. F. O. Dangar to produce a composite index of the Alpine Journal to cover
the period since the previous one (1927-52, Vols. 39-58), for which he was also
primarily responsible. Good progress has been made with the new index
which covers the period 1953-68 (Vols 59-73) and it is hoped to issue it to
members during this year. The index, which forms a valuable guide to moun
taineering developments in this period, will be available to non-members at
a price of 35s post paid, from West Col Productions (address above).

Charitable trust for the Club's library For some time the Committee has
been investigating the possibility of setting up a charitable trust for the A.C.
library with a view to alleviating the financial cost of modernising it and making
it more complete. Proposals were about to be put to the Club as the Journal
went to press.

Guide-books Last year (A.J. 74 355) I said that the new Dolomite guides
would be on sale by the summer. I was wrong, but they will be available for the
season of 1970.

As more of the guides of the five A.C. regions (Pennine Alps, Bernese Oberland,
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Dauphine, Mont Blanc, and the Dolomites) are reissued, so we hope to improve
the accuracy of the descriptions and the selection of routes. Just at the moment
we find ourselves in the rather frustrating position of knowing that many of the
routes which were largely translated from Continental guides have now had
British ascents, without being able to update the descriptions. For example, of
the 139 routes in the forthcoming Dolomites West we are sure that all but twenty
three have been climbed by British parties: the problem is to persuade them to
let us have their comments after doing the routes.

There are those who argue that guide-book descriptions are too detailed already,
and this may be true of some English rock-climbing guides. But when we
consider Dolomite routes, for example, we should remember that while one
sentence may cover 10 ft, the next may account for 500. It is not always going to
be clear which is the case to someone on the route, book in hand, even though
the description may well be correct in a sense. More confusion arises out of this
sort of misunderstanding than from any wrong inclusion of left for right, in my
experience. An extra phrase suggested by someone who has had trouble of this
sort would not add much to the length of a description but could great clarify
the meaning. It is worth remarking that troubles of this sort often occur on the
easier routes where pegs to show the way are few and far between.

I intend eventually to asterisk all route descriptions in the A.C. guides which
have not been read by someone who has done the route. In an effort to do this
now, Ken Vickers circulated the proofs of the Dolomite volumes to a dozen
climbers. Between them, they accounted for only halfofthe routes. As it would
clearly be ridiculous to asterisk the other half of the routes, and as the volumes
would not appear in 1970 if we waited to find more people; a compromise has
been necessary for the time being. In this guide, an asterisk denotes a descrip
tion that is either a bare translation or has been a source of confusion in the
past. This I consider unsatisfactory but unavoidable at present. I hope that
soon these asterisks will indicate, in effect, those routes awaiting a British
ascent.

I hope this note will persuade users of the A.C. guide-books and members of
the A.C., in particular, to help improve the accuracy of these guides. We all,
after all, have an implicit responsibility to make them as near perfect as possible.

Colin Taylor

Rescue insurance The Club's insurance policy covers all members against
rescue costs up to a limit of £100 per member for each rescue in the Alps and
Pyrenees in the period 1 June to 1 September. As recorded in the note on the
role of the Club, an improvement ofthis cover is being investigated.
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1969 V.LA.A. meeting in Prague The Annual Assembly of the U.LA.A. was
held in Prague from 2-6 October last, and was attended by representatives of
some twenty countries. Great Britain was represented by the Hon. Secretary
ofthe B.M.C., H. D. Greenwood.

In the course of the conference, the national representatives were invited to
the palace, for presentation to President Svovoda. The Presid~nt, who is a
keen climber, and at the age of 74 recently climbed Lomnitzer Peak (2632 m),
spoke briefly on mountaineering and other matters.

Deutscher Alpenverein Centenary The D.A.V. kindly invited us to send a
representative to their celebrations in June 1969, and Sir Douglas Busk,
accompanied by Lady Busk, attended on behalf of the B.M.C. and ourselves.
As a gift from the A.C. and the B.M.C., Sir Douglas took a painting by Howard
Somervell of Nanga Parbat, which was received with great appreciation. The
celebrations were evidently very well planned and much enjoyed by the
delegates.

Groupe de Haute Montagne In recognition of the fiftieth anniversary of the
G.H.M., a group which has had a profound influence on harder mountaineering
among British climbers as elsewhere, we have reprinted by kind permission the
account of its foundation which appeared in the Group's Annales I968 (see
p 1°9)·

V.I.A.A. meet of young Alpinists 1969: Belgian Ardennes Organised by
the Belgian Alpine Club this meet was centred on the Commando Training
Camp of the Belgian Marines at Marche-les-Dames. Travelling blind, Dave
Musgrove and I had little idea what to expect: on arrival in the Ardennes we
were staggered to find large signs directing our route-'U.LA.A. this way'
and to be met by air-type hostesses in specially tailored uniforms who conducted
us through the registration formalities. Seventeen countries were represented
and it soon became clear that this would be a week to remember-the climbing
on the 250 ft limestone cliffs was good, the hospitality lavish, and everyone had
set out to enjoy themselves while learning as much about each other's climbing
and methods as possible. Each evening the different delegations spoke about
climbing in their own country; the highlight was the Slovaks, who produced
some of the best mountain photography I have seen.

During the meet the delegates were tested by the University of Louvain for
'the physical requirements and qualities of a mountaineer'-see p 282 above.

On the sixth day, following almost a week of intensive climbing, we changed to
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being tourists, and were received by the Mayor of Brussels in the Town Hall;
that evening each delegation was entertained individually by climbers of the
city, and we found ourselves the guests of the newly formed Belgian Alpine
Climbing Group, modelled on our own A.CG.

Our final day was spent in Antwerp, culminating in a superb banquet. The
next morning we packed and said our goodbyes; many new friends had been
made, bridges of contact prepared and future climbing plans and visits prom
ised, with, or to, a score of countries. Driving along the autobahn towards
Ostend we had no doubts about the success or worth of the meet; it had been
one of the most enjoyable weeks of our lives. To the Belgians must go the
credit for this success; the organisation was unparalleled in my experience of
climbing functions, never obtrusive, always friendly, hospitable and truly
generous. Dennis Gray

British Mountaineering Council The Council has been handicapped by
having had no President since May 1969, when Basil Goodfellow had to resign
on doctors' advice. Frank Solari has acted as President meanwhile, continuing
also his work with the very active Equipment Sub-committee, and as President
ofthe A.B.M.S.A.C. in its jubilee year. Under his guidance, and that of Donald
Greenwood, Honorary Secretary, the B.M.C. has carried on actively the nu
merous tasks which it undertakes for climbers in Britain.

The 1968 constitution places on Area Committees, formed from representatives
of individual clubs, the main responsibility for local developments. In this
respect, it is working well. The Council remains remote from the bulk of
climbers, however, a situation which new methods of election have scarcely
changed. Efforts are being made to remedy this. Mountaineering appears in a
new format, and the newsletters of Kevin Fitzgerald, Honorary Editor, con
tinue to delight those who see them.

The Annual General Meeting was enlivened-some would say disrupted
by the vocal protests of a small group of activists who would that the B.M.C.
should transform itself rapidly into a national Alpine club on the model of
Continental clubs. The constituent clubs of the B.M.C. have since been con
sulted, and the majority do not favour this course. The debate will no doubt
continue. It is clear, however, that there is a genuine demand from many clim
bers in this country for services which only a national organisation could
provide, and which are not now provided by the B.M.C. A working party is
investigating the possibilities and consequences of extending the Council's
activities in the various directions suggested.
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The extensive representational work, both in matters affecting access to the
countryside and conservation, and internationally, has continued. The most
important activity ofthis kind in the U.K. has been the watch on the future of
the Vaynol Estates, covering a large area of Snowdonia, which are now the
property of the Government. The North Wales Area Committee (primarily
through the work of Harold Drasdo and John Neill) has submitted an important
paper on the subject to the Secretary of State for Wales. Abro~d, the attendance
of Sir Douglas and Lady Busk at the centenary celebrations of the Deutscher
Alpenverein is mentioned above. Meetings of U.LA.A. bodies have been
attended. Two British climbers were again the guests of the F.F.M. at the
international meet at E.N.S.A., Chamonix, and two attended the young
climbers' meet in Belgium (see above).

A very successful conference on 'Safety in Mountains', organised by the
C.C.P.R. in association with the B.M.C., was held in London in October.
Work continues on the testing and certification of equipment, and on problems
as various as the disturbance of nesting birds on sea-cliffs, design of climbing
walls for schools, and guides' qualifications. The insurance scheme mentioned
last year (A.J. 74 362) has, unfortunately, not attracted enough takers to make
it viable. Michael Westmacott

Mount Everest Foundation (c/o Royal Geographical Soc., Kensington Gore,
London SW7). Applications for grants for 1971 should be submitted by 14
September 1970 for those parties leaving early; otherwise by II January 1971.

A.B.M.S.A.C. 1969 was the sixtieth anniversary of the Club. One of the
original members, Sir Arnold Lunn, spoke at the Annual Dinner at the
Connaught Rooms, in November. This dinner was also attended by Herr
Hektor Meier, President of the Central Committee of the S.A.C. He spoke of
the efforts the S.A.C. are making to preserve the natural state of the Alps in the
face of increasing pollution of the atmosphere and the ever-increasing tide of
tourists. In addition he brought from Switzerland gifts to the A.B.M.S.A.C.
from the various S.A.C. Sections with British members.

The programme of climbing meets at Easter, Whitsun and occasional weekends
was actively supported by a growing number of members. To cater for the
increased demand for meets the acquisition of a hut is being investigated.
The Alpine meet of the Club was held at Kandersteg, but like so many meets
before, the weather was unkind and the best laid plans were thwarted in large
measure. However, individual members' climbs reported in the Club's
Journal show that the weather in the Alps did allow for a large number of
ascents of hard routes to be made. Graham Daniels Editor
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Ladies' Alpine Club The outstanding climbs done by members have been
in the Alps and the Andes. In the Alps, Christine de Colombel, who had
previously climbed the North face of the Eiger, in 1969 climbed the Walker
Spur of the Grandes Jorasses with a Polish friend, and the Brown-Whillans
route on the West face of the Blaitiere. Sally Westmacott had a very successful
season in the Engadine and at Zermatt, where she climbed the Younggrat on
the Breithorn, and the Matterhorn by the Zmuttgrat. In the Peruvian Andes,
Faye Kerr climbed several peaks of 18,000-20,000 ft, including some first
ascents in the Lacco valley (see pp 211, 212, 217 and 219); and Elspeth
Whewell did the South-west ridge of Condoriri Norte in Bolivia (see p 221).

A party of five members, led by Esme Speakman, went to Iceland, where they
made a cross-country journey. Dorothea Gravina went walking and climbing
in Lapland and Finland; Heather Wheeler visited the Drakensberg. Week-end
meets were held in North Wales and in Dorset. The Club has also held its
usual monthly meetings, with lectures on the Staunings Alps in Greenland,
the Chitral Hindu Kush, Corsica and Iceland.

Three well-known members have died during the year-Mrs Ethel Blandy, the
daughter of Edward Whymper (see P 341); Miss Ulrica Dolling, who had
served the Club for many years as Hon. Treasurer, and during the last war as
Acting Secretary; and Miss B. M. McAndrew, who was Hon. Secretary
1913-36 and subsequently President (see p 345)'

At the Annual General Meeting at the end of the year, Miss Dora de Beer was
elected as the new President. Mary Starkey Presidellt I967-9

Alpine Ski Club Of the expeditions made in 1969, the highest was to Demav
end, 18,603 ft by Hartley and Lockhart as members of the Eagle Ski Club
party (see p 157 above). Fedden and Rampton, despite storms, climbed the
Suldenspitze in the Ortler, and Wilberforce Smith was in the Venediger and
Gross Glockner groups. Kirstein, Kunzle, Potter, Blackshaw, Whitehead and
Day were on the S.c.G.B. tour of the Oetztal, climbing nine peaks, including
the Hochwilde, the Finailspitze and the Weisskugel : the weather broke before
they reached the Wildspitze. Roche led the S.C.G.B. party on the Haute Route,
which included Potter, Mann and Norman Rodda; subsequently he did Mont
Blanc. Blackshaw and Day, with Denis Bertholet, also did the Haute Route
with Monte Rosa and Mont Blanc. Royle Bantoff did the Leckihorn and the
Kazolakopf in the Gotthard area. At the end of 1969, B. Wilberforce Smith
took over the Presidency in succession to Philip Andrews. The Club welcomes
applications for membership from men with ski-touring experience: forms
from R. O. Hennings, C.M.G., Wyngates, Pennymead Drive, East Horsley,
Leatherhead, Surrey. A.B.
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